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In order to solve the problem of comparative analysis ability of English reading corpus, meet the needs of the construction of
language feature analysis system of English reading corpus, make up for the shortcomings of English reading corpus, and
improve the wide application of English, the construction method of English reading corpus is proposed. For a long time,
English has been an important communication tool in terms of national politics and final economic communication. Especially
with the in-depth development of economic globalization, English plays a vital role in international communication. Therefore,
the study of the semantics and features of English texts can provide important information materials for English learning and
communication in nonnative English speaking countries. Taking this as the starting point, this paper focuses on the numerical
analysis and optimization of English reading corpus based on feature extraction and puts forward a language feature analysis
system of English reading corpus. At the same time, feature extraction and text classification are used to improve the
comparative analysis ability of English reading corpus. The research shows that the feature extraction oriented English reading
corpus can solve the problem of English reading learning and improve the ability of reading and analyzing English articles.

1. Introduction

Language itself is an important tool to assist life, and corpus
is a special language material and language material based
on language. Corpus is extracted from things actually
applied in real life. The extraction of the text content is
mainly used to specify the regular rules according to the text
content, match, search, and extract the target content, and
export it to a new file. Its content is generally composed of
written and oral language, while corpus is an important
method of modern linguistic research formed on the basis
of language and corpus and after a large number of collec-
tion, sorting and processing of corpus according to special
rules. With the support of corpus, people can obtain lan-
guage application rules or grammatical phenomena more
regularly and conveniently. English corpus is a more widely
used corpus, which plays a vital role in linguistic research
and English Curriculum Teaching [1]. Especially with the
development of English popularization, the existence of
English corpus provides strong convenience for people to

analyze and learn English. In order to ensure that the search
of English corpus is more convenient and accurate, we must
deeply analyze and process the relevant corpus by word seg-
mentation, sentence segmentation, and classification. Put
the corpus in one database to meet all requirements. There-
fore, this paper proposes a language feature analysis system
of English reading corpus based on Java web and improves
the comparative analysis ability of English reading corpus
with the help of feature extraction and text classification
[2]. The structure of the web application is shown in
Figure 1.

2. Literature Review

Ahsan et al. said that the research on Chinese text classifica-
tion started in the early 1980s [3]. It has generally experi-
enced three stages: feasibility study, auxiliary classification
system, and automatic classification system. Rahman et al.
believe that the research on the classification of Chinese texts
is also based on the classification of English texts and
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combined with the characteristics of Chinese texts to adjust
the method and realize its application [4]. Liu et al. said that
the main research units include dozens of colleges and uni-
versities, including the Institute of Computing of the Chi-
nese Academy of Sciences and Tsinghua University, and
have made a series of corresponding research results and
experimental systems [5].

Massei said that in recent years, special education or rep-
resentative education has also attracted the attention of
many scholars and has been widely used in the practice of
natural language and culture, exchange rate changes, and
achieved positive results [6]. In 2003, Cheng and Jin first
applied the distributed representation of words (also known
as word representation or word embedding) to the statistical
language model [7]. Zhang et al. proposed a hierarchical log
bilinear model in 2008 [8]. Xu first introduced the calcula-
tion method of word embedding proposed by them in
2008. In 2011, it was combined with convolutional architec-
ture to develop a Senna system for sharing word representa-
tion among multiple natural language processing tasks such
as language model construction, named entity recognition,
semantic analysis, and syntactic analysis, and achieved the
best effect at present at a speed exceeding the traditional
methods [9]. Xu and He extended the skip gram (continuous
skip gram) model of continuous word bag and opened
source word2vec, a tool based on deep learning, which pro-
vides an effective implementation of continuous word bag
and skip gram architecture for calculating word vector
[10]. In addition, some scholars have also done some
research on the comparison of these word vector methods.
For example, Joseph Turian compared the effects of several
word vectors in 2010. American scholars have also done
some research work on cross domain learning classification
tasks, such as Xavier Glorot’s cross domain emotion classifi-
cation based on deep learning in 2011 and Bengio’s deep
learning research on feature representation for transfer
learning in 2012.

All research on the linguistic corpus in the United States
is independently developed by relevant universities. Since
the linguistic corpus generally studies English and English
is mostly the mother tongue of developed countries, the
research is also relatively developed. However, there are
some disadvantages in some research software. The number
of software is insufficient, and the application of Computer
Science in phrasal analysis of linguistic corpus is not paid
enough attention. Most software development time is too
early, and there is no update and secondary development,

which makes the function disconnected. At the same time,
there is no connection between software and software, and
the function integration is very poor. In the analysis software
wordsmith 50, you can make a vocabulary list of the article
you are studying. In the process of making, you can count
the frequency of a word in the article, and you can choose
the arrangement of frequency or the arrangement of words.
After the production, you can view the statistical results of
frequency. Its function is to study the types of words in the
corpus, determine the common lexical chunks in the corpus,
and compare the frequency of specific words in different
texts. Then, query and count the frequency of one or some
words or phrases in the specified text, mark their positions,
restore the sentences of 8 words on the left and 8 words on
the right, and form moves at the same time. At the same
time, we can compare multiple word lists and analyze the
subject words. The analysis method is the subalgorithm to
determine the subject words (subject words refer to those
words whose frequency is significantly higher or lower than
that of the corresponding words in the reference corpus).
This software lacks the location map of displaying words,
the vocabulary list of making multiword chunks, and the
analysis after segmentation in paragraphs. The processing
speed is relatively slow, the interface is not friendly enough,
and the installation is troublesome. In the research of lin-
guistic corpus, the use of computer technology to support
the research of this discipline is a short board and cannot
be used in the mobile terminal, resulting in the fixed
research location. If you change the environment, you need
to reinstall the software and configure the computer envi-
ronment, which is very complicated, this is because there
are scattered software, no integration, and uneven functions.
In the research process, we should do a lot of preliminary
work for the research projects and functions, understand
the functions of each software, analyze its functions, and
carry out research planning in combination with the
research methods of linguistic corpus at this stage, which
occupies a lot of research time, and the methods used are
old means. Although the research methods of linguistic cor-
pus have experienced a certain development time, the scal-
ability of existing software is still insufficient.

3. Method

3.1. Overview of Java Web Technology. Java web is composed
of JSP and Servlet. The so-called website development is
actually the combination of JSP and Servlet. In JSP and
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Figure 1: Structure diagram of web.
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Servlet, JSP is responsible for realizing the function of front-
end, while Servlet is responsible for realizing the function of
background processing server. In the process of web project
development, regardless of the choice of any framework
structure, we need to rely on the mutual echo and combina-
tion of these two technologies to complete the development
of web applications [11]. Servlet is responsible for processing
technology and runs in the container, but its real running
process is to perform its technology processing function
when it is passively loaded in the container. For web applica-
tions, the working mode of Servlet is mainly to respond to
the request of the client. Whenever the client initiates a
request, the server will respond to the initiated request and
push the results processed by the business layer to the client.
There are two situations that will cause connection interrup-
tion. One is that the client request times out, and the other is
that the browsing is disconnected. In the same Servlet con-
tainer, each object corresponds to the corresponding request
one by one. Then, the Servlet will fill the processed response
results into the relevant attributes of the corresponding

object Servlet response. The return process is in the charge
of the container where it is located, and the content that
the user can understand will be parsed by the browser and
displayed in a corresponding way [12], as shown in Figure 2.

The following describes some of these classes, which are
mainly used to deal with the corresponding methods of
shared data and requests, as shown in Table 1.

JSP is similar to the principles of PHP/ASP and net/ASP.
It is a tool for developing web applications based on HTML
technology. The development languages used in the imple-
mentation of the server are different. There are two cases.
The first is a single file. JSP will contain the file itself and
the code content of the server and HTML. The second is
multiple files. At this time, JSP will separate and save the
code content of service order and HTML. When JSP recog-
nizes Java code, it will add JSP tags before Java code to facil-
itate code reading [13], as shown in Figure 3.

3.2. Spring Overview. Spring’s goal is to turn complexity into
simplicity and make the coding and design of Java programs
lively and interesting. This is one of the most important rea-
sons why most Java programmers trace this open source
framework [14]. Spring integrates modular programming,
code writing, and testing, simplifies development steps, and
provides convenience for Java programmers. According to
the output function, the whole framework has five important
output modules, including more than 1400 classes, as shown
in Figure 4.

3.3. Bootstrap Overview. Bootstrap is an open source front-
end development framework. Creating bootstrap is a frame-
work for web front-end development used to build respon-
sive websites [15]. Because bootstrap inherits the front-end
development library of less (the latest version already con-
tains the source code of SASS), many common CSS and
JavaScript collections can be found in bootstrap, which is
convenient for developers to call at any time. Bootstrap
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Figure 2: Servlet request process.

Table 1: Request response mode.

Name Explain

HttpServletRequest
The Servlet container contains the HTTP request information in the HttpServletRequest object, and the Servlet
component reads the user’s request data from the request object. In addition, HttpServletRequest can store the

shared data within the request range.

HttpServletResponse The user generates HTTP response results.

Httpsession
The Servlet container creates an instance of Httpsession for each HTTP reply. Httpsession can store the shared data

in the session range

ServletContext
The Servlet container creates a ServletContext instance for each web application, which can store the shared data of

the application.
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Figure 3: Analysis of JSP by container.
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has basic layout styles, JavaScript plug-ins, customized CSS
style sheets, CSS components, grid system, and other func-
tions [16].

(1) Basic layout style

Many layout styles can be found in bootstrap, such as
tables, buttons, and forms. These styles can be applied to
any HTML element. You only need to prestore the relevant
CSS classes.

(2) JavaScript plug-in

Based on Jquery1.10 +, bootstrap has 12 JavaScript plug-
ins. These plug-ins can provide rich user experience and
website extension functions. When used in combination
with the CSS group, these functions can achieve the effect
of designing corresponding pages [17].

4. Results and Analysis

The system takes browser/server (B/S) as the basic architec-
ture of the system, which is divided into three-tier structure
of database, server, and user [18]. All the articles studied are
stored in the English reading corpus in the form of text files.
As the research corpus, they are retrieved by the server and
used by users. Users can easily obtain the English reading
corpus by accessing the web page through the browser. Pre-
trained models have been shown to generalize well to a given
domain or into different modes. They show strong small-
sample learning behavior and good learning ability. All busi-
ness logic and functions are realized on the server side. The
physical server is the analysis system server, while the logical
server is the business server, database server, and web server.
A computer software that manages resources and services
users is usually divided into file servers, database servers,
and application servers. The database (corpus) is connected

with the database server. The user logs in through authenti-
cation and uses relevant functions. The user sends a service
request to the server. The server accesses the query corpus
through the connection with the corpus, completes the cal-
culation of the required analysis function on the server,
and then displays the analysis results to the user on the
web page. Roles are divided into three categories: tourists,
users, and administrators [19]. The relationships among
the three types of roles are as follows:

Tourists use specific functions, which are described in
the requirements analysis of the authentication module
and will not be repeated here. Tourists log in as users
through identity authentication and use the business func-
tions in the server. From the administrator login portal, vis-
itors can log in as administrators through authentication,
add, delete, modify, and check the user data in the database
server, and maintain the authority of the system [20].

An important part of the system is the English language
analysis function. There are three problems to be solved in
the realization of this part. The first is to carry out secondary
development and integration by analyzing the past linguistic
corpus analysis software and drawing lessons from the func-
tions of Antconc, BFSU_Colloctor1.0, WordSmith5.0, Kf
Nfram, and Claws4 software. The second aspect is to develop
the analysis function after code assignment combined with
the code assignment function of a university. The third aspect
is to realize its research and analysis function. English reading
corpus is a collection of English languagematerials stored on a
computer to study how English is used, according to different
research and analysis schemes (comparative study between
corpus and corpus in corpus, comparative study between
upload research factors and corpus in corpus, and compara-
tive study between upload factors and upload factors). The
system functions are divided into general functions, charac-
teristic functions, and special functions according to the use
frequency and research order. Common functions include
English reading related data analysis and vocabulary search.
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Figure 4: Spring framework.
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Corpus is the basic resource for corpus linguistics research and
themain resource for empirical language researchmethods. It
can be applied to lexicography, language teaching, traditional
language research, and statistical or example-based research
in natural language processing. Language feature analysis is
inseparable from the choice of vocabulary or lexical chunks.
There are simple and accurate search and complex regular
expression search in the demand. Search is the basis of
research and is used frequently [21].

4.1. Authentication Module

4.1.1. The Role of Tourists. The system is not a free and open
source project, so set the identity of tourists. Tourists can
only browse the user manual on the login page and consult
the use methods and main functions of the system. If they
are in a nonlogin state, they cannot use the functions of
the system and can only have a better understanding. If
you need to use the system, you need to contact the admin-
istrator to obtain the user name and password to use [22], as
shown in Figure 5.

4.1.2. User Role. Visitors check the user name and password
in the database through the user name and password to log
in. After logging in, they become users, that is, they can
use all the functions in the system. If you want to change
your password or account name, or forget your user name
or password, you need to contact the administrator to
change or find your user name and password. When you
add security questions when setting up your local account,
you can answer security questions to log in again.

4.1.3. Administrator Role. The administrator is only respon-
sible for adding, deleting, modifying, and querying users.
The administrator is responsible for all permissions in the
system. If tourists apply to use the system, contact the
administrator. The administrator creates user account and
password by default or according to the user’s requirements
[23]. If users want to change or query their user name or
password, they also need to contact the administrator for
operation, but the administrator cannot use the system and
exists only as user management [24], as shown in Figure 6.

4.2. General Function Module

4.2.1. Vocabulary Search and Data Analysis. For a word in
an article, match a selected phrase, an uploaded phrase, or

search to find it correctly. As required, finding a word in
each sentence is the easiest task. The corpus contains the
language material that appears in the actual use of a lan-
guage, so it should not usually be counted as a corpus. By
understanding the requirements, he discovered that the task
was to search not just single words, but also word chunks,
with many variations. Real research is aimed at improving
and preparing future projects [25].

In the process of density analysis, in order to make the
searched words or lexical chunks more intuitive, the function
of black-and-white location map needs to be introduced.
Black and white location map is an incidental function com-
bined with density analysis. It is made up of a single point
called pixels (picture elements). These points can be differ-
ently arranged and stained to form the pattern. Count and
display the position of a single word or lexical chunk in the
article or corpus, and show it with a black bar chart on a
white background, which is equivalent to hot spot analysis.
It intuitively displays the specific position of the text search
word, so as to facilitate the researchers to identify the distri-
bution of words or lexical chunks in the article or corpus [26].

4.2.2. MI Value. Mutual information value (MI value for
short) is a common method used to calculate the collocation
strength of words. Mutual information indicates whether the
two variables X and Y are related to each other, and the rela-
tionship between them. The MI value is calculated in bits.
The use of MI in linguistics is different from its common
methods in finance, especially its numerical range [27]. In
Information Science, the MI value is in the range of 0~1,
while the MI value used between linguistic words is only sep-
arated by 0 bits. The larger the value, the greater the mutual
encounter and attraction between words. Mutual informa-
tion is actually a broader special case of relative indepen-
dence. If the variables are not independent, then we can
judge whether they are “close” to being mutually indepen-
dent by examining the Kullback-Leibler divergence between
the product of the joint probability distribution and the edge
probability distribution. Specifically, the MI value calculates
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Figure 5: Use case diagram of tourist login role.
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Figure 6: Use case diagram of administrator login role.
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the frequency of one word in the corpus and can provide
information about the probability of another word [28].

For example, a and B are two random words divided by
body, the total potential of body is w, and S is the interval.
The actual observed frequencies of their bodies are FðaÞ
and FðbÞ, and the resulting frequency is Fða, bÞ. The MI
value is calculated as shown in the following equation:

I a, bð Þ = log2•
P a, bð Þ

P að Þ•P bð Þ•2S = log2•
F a, bð Þ•W

F að Þ•F bð Þ•2S : ð1Þ

If a body’s potential is w-word determinant, FðaÞ is a
frequency test for multiword sequences or lexical-driven
models, FðbÞ is a collocation frequency test for multiple tem-
poral or lexical-driven models a, and Fða, bÞ) is the fre-
quency of the sum of the two parts of speech, and the MI
value can be calculated according to the following formula:

I a, bð Þ = log2•
W•F a, bð Þ
F að Þ•F bð Þ : ð2Þ

4.2.3. Z Value. If the unit total capacitance isw and the nom-
inal frequency of the integer in the body isC1, then the average
frequency of the integer in each function is calculated asC1/W
. If the collocation span is limited to s, the frequency of the col-
location with each node word is C1 · ð2S + 1Þ/W. 2S refers to
the span position set on the left and right sides of the node
word, and 1 is the word position occupied by the node word.
However, this form can contain block words and similar
phrases, so the word position in the design will not be 1. How-
ever, when determining the probability of occurrence of a
wordwith probability frequencyN , the theoretical probability
Pmust be calculated according to the following equation:

P = C1 2S + 1ð Þ
s

•N
s
: ð3Þ

The desired coupling frequency of the coupling term can
be obtained by giving the theoretical P value for the coupling
produced by the potentialW. Then, the combined frequency
of the combination item and the instruction item is shown in
the following equation:

SD =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2S + 1ð Þ•N• 1 − C1
s

� �
•C1
s

s

: ð4Þ

Next, calculate the difference of the collocation distribu-
tion in the text, as shown in the following equation:

E = C1 2S + 1ð Þ•N
W

: ð5Þ

Divide the difference between the actual frequencyC2 and
the expected frequency e of the node words of the collocation
by the standard deviation to obtain theZ value. The value of Z
value can be used to judge the strength of word collocation.
The Z value of word collocation needs to be at the level of
0.01 to be significant, and the Z value must be equal to or

greater than 2.576. By setting a critical value of 2.576,
researchers can obtain significant word collocations and filter
out accidental collocations that have no effect on node words,
as shown in the following formula:

Z = C2 − E
SD

: ð6Þ

4.2.4. Log Likelihood Function Value. In linguistic English
reading corpus, the value of log likelihood function is mainly
used to determine the collocation relationship value of two
words in the left and right span of node words, display the col-
location rate in the left and right span, and quickly locate the
search for effective collocation words near node words.When
A is set as the vocabulary of corpusA,B is defined as the vocab-
ulary of corpusB, c is the frequency ofwords in corpusA, andd
is the frequency of words in corpus B, the algorithm is shown
in the following formula:

log − likelihood = 2c•loge
c

A•c + b/A + B
+ 2d•loge

d
B•c + d/A + B

: ð7Þ

4.2.5. T Value. T value is a relative position quantity of the
most common straight-line conversion standard score, which
is used to represent the relative position of an individual in its
group. In linguistics, it is to describe the weight of vocabulary
in its research factor compared with that of another vocabu-
lary in the same research factor. The basic principle is that
the original score of an individual has several standard devia-
tions above or below the average, which is the Z value. The
time sharing obtained by expanding the Z score is theT value,
as shown in the following formula:

T − Score = N•F n, cð Þ − FN•F cð Þ
N•

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
F n, cð Þp : ð8Þ

4.2.6. K-SVD Algorithm. An over complete dictionary is used
to represent any known signal. The number of atoms in the
dictionary is K . After sorting all atoms according to the col-
umn vector, it is set as the following formula; then, the signal
y can be approximately expressed as the following formulas:

D ∈ Rn×k, ð9Þ

dj

� �K
j=1, ð10Þ

y ≈Dx: ð11Þ
In the above formula, the sparse representation coefficient

of signal y is X ∈ Rk. The solution process of signal sparse rep-
resentation is transformed into the following optimization
problem, as shown in the following formula:

x̂ = arg min
x

xk k0: ð12Þ

The constraint conditions of this formula are shown in the
following formula:

y −Dxk k2 ≤ ε: ð13Þ
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In the above formula, the zero norm of x is kxk0, which
refers to the number of nonzero elements in vector x, and
the smaller positive value is ε. In order to obtain the optimal
dictionary D and the most sparse coefficient matrix X, the
problem of solving the known signal Y = fy1, y2,⋯, yNg is
transformed into the optimization problem described by the
following expression, as shown in the following formula:

D̂, X̂
� �

= arg min
x

Y −DXk k2F : ð14Þ

The constraint conditions of this formula are shown in the
following formula:

xik k0 ≤ T0,∀i = 1, 2,⋯,N: ð15Þ

In the above formula, the column vector of coefficient
matrix X is xi, the F norm of matrix A is defined as kAkF ,
and the sparsity is defined by t0.

4.3. Special Functional Requirements. Concordance is a
research method provided according to the needs of linguis-
tic English reading corpus language feature analysis. Con-
cordance retrieval is mainly used to study the frequency of
random chunks in articles. Each discipline has different
key points and keywords, and there are also differences in
the mode of language expression. When it comes to profes-
sional knowledge, the composition of lexical chunks is dif-
ferent, resulting in different collocation of technical
language. Consistency retrieval is mainly to analyze the
above situation.

The function of thesaurus production is to serve the fol-
lowing functions of thesaurus production. Starting from the
analysis of linguistic English reading features, the list of
words can roughly know the main thrust of the article and
predict the research direction of lexical chunks through the
number of hits.

Keywords are the function of directly referring to the
context and meaning words screened from the research fac-
tors, which is the top priority. Compare according to the
theme words. Generally, the comparison is made between
two theme words. The theme words of an article cannot be
analyzed only according to the frequency of words or lexical
chunks. The key function is the Keyness coefficient. The
value of K determines the importance of words, and screen
the high-frequency words of each article. Suppose A is the
frequency of the same word or lexical chunk in corpus A,
B the frequency of the same word or chunk in corpus B, C
the vocabulary of corpus A, and D the vocabulary of corpus
B. The algorithm is shown in the following formula:

Keyness = A + B + C +Dð Þ• A ∗D − C ∗ Bk k − A + B + C +Dð Þ/2½ �2
A + Cð Þ• B +Dð Þ• A + Bð Þ• D + Cð Þ :

ð16Þ

The specific information of the model building platform
is shown in Table 2.

As a Java toolkit in the field of natural language process-
ing, HanLP has many advantages, such as efficient process-

ing speed, real-time updating corpus, and user-defined
processing mode. Moreover, the tool, including dictionary,
is completely open source, with fast word segmentation
speed and small memory occupation; Weka is one of the
open source data mining platform tools, which is mainly
used for data processing operations such as regression, clas-
sification, and acquisition of association rules.

The English reading corpus preprocessing module con-
sists of three functions: word segmentation, removing stop
words, and dependency parsing. After processing the input
initial text data, two sets of output data are obtained, namely,
the set of text feature words without stop words and the set
of dependent word pairs. The four functions of effective
dependent word pair acquisition, feature word frequency
statistics, network edge weight determination, and directed
network architecture are used to form a text network con-
struction module for further processing the output data of
the preprocessing module. The output data of this module
is text network data and feature word frequency statistics.
The feature extraction module is composed of three func-
tions: inverse document frequency, feature word w parame-
ter solution, and feature word extraction. The dimension-
reduced feature space output data is obtained by calculating
the output data of the previous module. The function of cal-
culating the weight of feature words is the feature weighting

Table 2: Statistics of development platform information.

Name Content

Development language Java

Development environment Eclipse .JDK

Operating system Uhuntu 14.04

Main tools HanLP, Weka

Begin

English
participles

Disable ask
removal

Feature word W 
parameter

Feature word X 
value

Filter for feature 
words

End

Statistical 
characteristic

 word frequency

Weighting

Figure 7: Schematic diagram of model operation flow.
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module, which is used to assign values to the feature items in
the feature vector space.

The specific operation process of English reading corpus
word segmentation feature extraction model is shown in
Figure 7. The operation contents of each stage are described
as follows:

(1) Text Preprocessing Stage. Use the open source lan-
guage processing tool HanLP to perform word seg-
mentation and dependency parsing on the input
text data, and remove the stop words contained in
the feature word set and dependency word pair set

(2) Text Network Construction Stage. After counting the
word frequency of the feature word set, the feature
word is used to construct the text network node to
obtain the effective dependent word pair set, com-
plete the construction of the text network edge and
its weight, and obtain the weighted directed text
network

(3) Feature Extraction Stage. The w parameter value of
the feature word node is solved by the improved K-
SVD algorithm, and the value of the corresponding
feature word is solved according to the word fre-
quency information of the feature word. After com-
paring the weight, the feature word screening is
completed to realize feature extraction

(4) Feature Weighting Stage. Weigh the feature words
after feature extraction. The operation method is
the same as the feature extraction method. The
weighted value of the feature words is the weight of
the solved feature words

In order to verify the performance of the constructed
model, a comparative verification experiment is designed.
The experimental data selects English news reading mate-
rials in recent ten years as the corpus. The number of news
articles is about 511065, and the number of sentences is
about 21412825. The training data is randomly extracted
from the news content. The overall iterative training of the
English reading corpus takes about 3 days, and each training
time is about 2 seconds.

(1) Comparative analysis of word segmentation feature
output results

Under the same experimental data, the comparison
experiment of word segmentation feature output accuracy
is carried out by using design model and model a and model
B. The comparison results of word segmentation feature out-
put accuracy of the three models are shown in Figure 8.

As can be seen from Figure 8, for feature extraction, the
model has a high accuracy of word segmentation feature
output in the increasing experimental time, which shows
that the design model has a better extraction effect and can
better master the semantics and grammar of the original
sentence. The output accuracy of word segmentation fea-
tures of the two literature comparison methods shows a

gradual downward trend. The above comparison results
fully prove the good performance of the design model.

(2) Comparative analysis of accuracy and recall of out-
put results

Using the model, the accuracy and recall of feature
extraction are obtained. The accuracy and recall of the
model have more significant advantages, and the feature
extraction is more accurate. The reason is the introduction
of K-SVD optimization algorithm, which considers the word
length of feature words. After accurately screening word seg-
mentation features and removing stop words, the model uses
feature words to construct text network nodes, obtain an
effective set of dependent word pairs, complete the construc-
tion of text network edges and their weights, obtain a
weighted directed text network, achieve a relatively balanced
accuracy and recall, and complete the effective extraction of
word segmentation features.

5. Conclusion

In the word segmentation stage of English reading corpus, to
remove redundant features and extract features conducive to
classification, it is necessary to reduce the dimension of the
feature vector space. Among them, one of the most com-
monly used and effective methods is feature extraction,
which uses the most representative feature items of text cat-
egory information to complete the component word task.
Compared with the existing analysis system, there is only
the comparison means between corpus and corpus. This sys-
tem adds the function of corpus upload and comparison,
which makes the system add the function of corpus and
upload corpus and the function of comparative analysis
between upload corpus and upload corpus, and expands
the application scope of the system. The work of this paper
will lay a solid foundation for the analysis of English lan-
guage features of the linguistic corpus of a university and
solve the embarrassing situation that linguistics has research
means but does not realize methods to a certain extent. At
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Figure 8: Comparison results of word segmentation feature output
accuracy.
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the same time, through the innovation of function and
research object, the scientific research of linguistics has
turned a new page. It is proved that the construction of lan-
guage feature analysis system of English reading corpus can
effectively solve the problem of comparative analysis ability
of English corpus, meet the needs of global economic and
trade exchanges, make up for the lack of comparative analy-
sis ability of English reading corpus, and improve the devel-
opment of global economy and trade.
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